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Module: Professional Scientific Presentations
University/Department/Institute: Freie Universität Berlin/Department of Biology, Chemistry, Pharmacy/Institute of
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Module supervisors: Lecturers of the module
Entrance Requirements: none
Goals of Qualification: Students are able to acquaint themselves with relevant topics in the field of chemistry and
extract information, which they can work into a presentation applied to specific recipients (e.g. audience of a certain
discipline, professional organization, public) and present arguments effectively. They are able to use digital and
conventional sources for literature research, to make a precise selection and to evaluate the results reasonable. They
work independently or in a team and are able to plan the process of literature research and presentation cooperatively.
They know the key features to a good presentation and are able to incorporate these successfully into their own oral or
written presentation. They are able to moderate a purpose-orientated discussion of the topic. They know backgrounds
of chemical history and social aspects including aspects of gender and diversity.
Contents: Introduction to design, structure, extent and work up of information of a specified topic for a scientific oral ot
written presentation. Introduction to utilization of bibliographies, literature research with data banks and digital media.
Students conduct literature research with specialist literature in small groups to a specified topic independently,
organize a seminar presentation to their topic and compose a written form of the presentation. Aspects of gender and
diversity will be considered appropriately when working with topics of chemistry history and biographies of important
female scientists.
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No responsibility is taken for the correctness of this translation of the German document found at
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The English versions of the module descriptions are found at
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